Stakeholder Alert – UK ETS Authority publishes response to registry data publication consultation

The UK ETS Authority has published its response to the UK ETS registry data publication consultation. The consultation was launched on 8 July, targeted only at installation and aviation operators, trading account holders and hospital and small emitters (HSEs).

The consultation set out a series of proposals relating to UK ETS registry data publication policy. This included proposals on publishing compliance data, the publication of HSE data and the introduction of a new legal exemption to enable the Authority to publish additional scheme data in the future.


If you have questions about UK ETS policy, you can contact each of the four governments that comprise the UK ETS authority.

- UK Government: emissions.trading@beis.gov.uk
- Scottish Government: emissions.trading@gov.scot
- Welsh Government: ClimateChangeAndEnergyEfficiency@gov.wales
- Northern Ireland Department for Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA): DevelopETS@daera-ni.gov.uk